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CONNECTIONS

Streaming: The New Normal? 
Just a few years ago, over-the-top service was being called “an at-

tractive new gateway to reach TV viewers.” But today, it seems that 
almost everyone is using OTT services — streaming of video content 
over the Internet without an MSO involved in control or distribution — 
either to supplement traditional cable TV services or sometimes as a 
total replacement for pay TV.

A recent Parks Associates survey found that 7% of broadband house-
holds, or 8.4 million U.S. households, subscribe to at least one OTT service, 
but not to a pay TV service. This demographic includes both “cord-cutters” 
– former pay TV subscribers who have opted for OTT streaming services instead — and “cord-
nevers.” Cord-nevers are the younger college generation raised on social media and Netfl ix, who 
are used to accessing any content at any time on any device. Viewers of this generation often de-
cide not to sign up for pricey cable packages when they move into their fi rst apartment.

While the “cord-cutting” impact on the pay TV industry can be dismissed as minor, the Parks 
Associates survey also showed that 57% of U.S. broadband households now subscribe to an OTT 
video service. This indicates that “cord-shaving” has now become a mainstream phenomenon. 
When OTT supplements traditional pay TV, subscribers are likely to cut back on existing pay TV 
services as they evaluate their entertainment options. ◆

Alan Arolovitch is chief technology offi cer of PeerApp. For more of this blog, please visit 
http://www.multichannel.com/blog/mcn-guest-blog/streaming-new-normal/391953. 

BLOG: MCN GUEST BLOG

“@MikeBarbre I’M SORRY TO REPORT @amazon AND 
@netflix HAVE PASSED ON #HANNIBAL S4 BUT WE’RE 
STILL INVESTIGATING POSSIBILITIES” 

Bryan Fuller (@BryanFuller), series and executive producer, 
in response to a fan’s question on July 6 about the fate of 
Hannibal, which is currently in its third season on NBC. 

TECH TWEET

Alan Arolovitch Cable companies 
“concern us because 
they’re using their 
dominant position 
to try to thwart 

over-the-top services.” 
Roger Lynch, CEO of Sling TV, to Business 
Insider, on worries that Internet-service 
providers such as Comcast and Charter 
Communications might raise pricing on 
broadband-only subscriptions in order to 

protect their traditional pay TV businesses. 

NUMBER

15 million
Consumer downloads of 
Popcornfl ix, a free, ad-
supported movie and 

TV-streaming service that 
competes with Sony’s 
Crackle and Tubi TV. 

Popcornfl ix said its audience 
has grown 50% in six months . 

VIDEOPHILE
Screen size is being 
“democratized” by online 
video content, Ooyala found, 
citing a new study based on 
online video metrics from the 
majority of its 500-plus 
customers. More than half 
of the time people spend 
watching video via tablet 
(59%) is spent with clips 10 
minutes in length or longer 
— the most by any device — 
trailed by connected TVs, 
smartphones and PCs. Source: Ooyala: Global Video 
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